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SOLUTION: Make a quick format to the external USB hard disk and then use on of the multiple
procedures found on YouTube to make a boot from an external USB memory. Apply it to the

external USB hard disk, I used a simple software called WiNToBootic.exe that left my external
hard disk booting perfectly. After this, go into the external hard disk and erase all the files

copied, the only files left are the hidden boot ones. Then, continue normally with the process of
running the installer.cmd file as an administrator and all the other steps described in this blog.

An impressive share, I just given this onto a colleague who was doing just a little analysis on this.
And he in reality bought me breakfast because I found it for him.. smile. So let me reword that:
Thnx for the treat! But yeah Thnkx for spending the time to discuss this, I feel strongly about it

and love studying extra on this topic. An impressive share, I just given this onto a colleague who
was doing just a little study on this. And he genuinely bought me breakfast because I found it for
him.. smile. So let me reword that: Thnx for the treat! But yeah Thnkx for spending the time to

debate this, I feel strongly about it and love studying more on this topic. If possible, as you
develop into expertise, would you thoughts updating your weblog with more details It is very

helpful for me. Massive thumb up for this weblog put up! I figured this out myself, by formatting
the partition as NTFS and then the installer program will see it as NTFS and not delete all the files
on it, or else if you have Vista you may end up with an unresolvable error. If you do make sure to

delete any hidden directory in the folder you installed to. Otherwise you can end up with an
unresolvable error if you dont.
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